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Background. Antidepressant sertraline (SRT) is an SSRI eliminated by hepatic metabolism
by cytochrome P450 (CYP) enzymes: 2B6, 2D6, 2C9, 2C19 and 3A4, glucuronyl
transferases, and monoamine oxidase A & B. SRT is often titrated to effectiveness. Due to
comorbidities and interactions, the appropriate starting dose and titration range may require
adjustment in pediatrics. This is the first report of SRT pharmacokinetics (PK) in HIV-1
infected youth.

Methods. IMPAACT P1080 is a multicenter, pilot study to describe PK of psychiatric
medications prescribed in youth. Target enrollment was 45 subjects >6 to <25 years per arm:
15 uninfected (HIV-), 15 HIV-1 infected on a ritonavir-boosted protease inhibitor (PI/r), and
15 HIV-1 infected on efavirenz (EFV). Six PK samples were collected: pre-dose, 2, 4, 6, 12
and 24-hours post-dose. A validated LC-MS/MS method quantitated SRT and its metabolite
N-desmethylsertraline (D-SRT) in plasma. CYP2D6 activity was assessed by urinary
dextromethorphan/dextrorphan (DXMO/DXO) ratio using LC-MS/MS. Noncompartmental
methods estimated PK parameters, and HIV- and PI/r cohorts were compared by the
Wilcoxon rank-sum test, two-sided with significance set to p<0.05.

Results. Final results included 31 participants who completed PK visits (16 HIV-, 12 PI/r,
and 3 EFV). The median (range) values for weight, age, and dose were 69.5 (31.5-118.2) kg,
21.8 (9.1-24.7) years, and 75 (12.5-150) mg once daily. SRT exposure was highest for HIV-
and lowest for EFV cohort. AUC0-24, C24, C0 and Cmin were significantly higher in HIV-
compared to PI/r (Table 1). Oral clearance (dose-independent) did not differ significantly
between cohorts, whereas the DXMO/DXO ratio was significantly higher in HIV- compared to
PI/r cohorts. Two HIV- participants were CYP2D6 poor metabolizers (log(DXMO/DXO) of > -
0.5). Participants in the EFV cohort had markedly higher oral clearance and lower sertraline
exposures than HIV- and PI/r. However, accrual was too low to include in statistical
comparisons.

Conclusions. HIV- participants had the highest SRT exposure compared to HIV-infected
cohorts, potentially from higher daily doses. Differences between SRT exposure in HIV- and
PI/r participants appear modest and unlikely to have a large impact on dose titration.
Although greater in magnitude, the potential impact of EFV on SRT needs further
investigation due to limited numbers of EFV participants.

• The lifetime prevalence of major depression in patients with HIV has
been estimated at 22-45%, far exceeding what is seen in the general
population.1

• Children infected with HIV are twice as likely to use psychiatric
medications as uninfected children.2

• SRT is often titrated to effectiveness. However, the typical starting dose
and titration range may need to be adjusted in HIV youth to produce
exposures that are both safe and effective.

• This is the first report of SRT PK among HIV-infected children and
adolescents.

Abstract

Introduction

Objectives

Primary. To describe the pharmacokinetics of SRT currently prescribed in
HIV-infected and uninfected children and adolescents
Secondary.
•To compare SRT exposure between HIV- infected vs. uninfected children.
•To compare SRT PK in HIV-infected taking RTV vs. EFV vs. Uninfected
(no ARVs).

Table 1. Sertraline Pharmacokinetic Parameters, Median (IQR)1

Parameter HIV-
n = 16

PI/r
n = 12 p value2 EFV

n = 3

Daily Dose (mg/kg) 1.3 (0.9, 1.5) 0.9 (0.7, 1.4) 0.24 0.7 (0.5, 1.6)

AUC0-24 (ng*hr/mL) 865 (548, 1310) 450.6 (365, 616) 0.04 245 (196, 265)

Norm-AUC0-24 (ng*hr/mL)3 1439 (738, 1814) 732 (560, 905) 0.11 553 (292, 573)

C0 (ng/mL) 20.1 (12.6, 39.7) 10.0 (7.5, 15.9) 0.03 6.0 (3.0, 7.0)

Cmax (ng/mL) 46.7 (36.5, 90.1) 34.3 (23.6, 41.7) 0.09 13.2 (8.8, 22.1)

Tmax (hr) 4 (4, 6) 4 (4, 6) 1.00 6 (4, 6)

C24 (ng/mL) 17.5 (14.3, 40.1) 12.6 (8.6, 18.9) 0.07 4.2 (2.9, 5.9)

Cmin (ng/mL) 14.5 (12.5, 35.6) 9.1 (6.7, 12.8) 0.02 4.0 (2.9, 5.9)

CL/F (L/hr/kg) 1.3 (0.9, 2.4) 1.8 (1.3, 2.2) 0.44 3.4 (1.7, 11.1)

T1/2 (hr) 26.4 (14.1, 35.3) 18.1 (12.5, 23.1) 0.28 11.1 (10.2, 20.7)

D-SRT/SRT Ratio 1.5 (1.2, 1.7) 1.2 (0.7, 1.5) 0.13 2.2 (2.1, 2.6)

Log(DXMO/DXO)4 -2.3 (-3.0, -0.6) -4.3 (-4.8, -3.8) 0.01 -2.35

Results

Methods
•IMPAACT P1080 is an observational pilot study of psychiatric and antiretroviral
medication concentrations in HIV-1 infected and uninfected children and adolescents

ØThe sertraline arm of this study enrolled subjects taking FDA-approved doses of
sertraline for clinical care from 20 national sites into three strata: (1) HIV-
uninfected subjects (HIV-), (2) HIV-infected subjects taking a concomitant
efavirenz (EFV)-based antiretroviral regimen, and (3) HIV-1 infected subjects
taking a concomitant ritonavir-boosted protease inhibitor (PI/r) regimen.

•Pharmacokinetic samples were drawn pre-, 2, 4, 6, 12, and 24 hours post-dose.
•Sertraline was assayed by liquid chromatography-mass spectrometry, with a lower
limit of quantification of 1 ng/mL.
•Raw sertraline plasma concentrations were normalized (corrected) to a dose of 100
mg once daily and a weight of 70 kg.
•Metabolic CYP2D6 phenotyping was assessed by measuring the dextromethorphan/
dextrorphan (DMXO/DXO) ratio in urine following an FDA-approved dose of DMXO.
•Urine was collected and pooled from pre-dose (t=0) to 4 hours post-dose.

Conclusions

Acknowledgements

1For the EFV cohort, median and range are reported
2p values calculated using the Wilcoxon rank-sum test for HIV- and PI/r comparisons.
3AUC0-24 normalized to a 100 mg once daily dose and a weight of 70 kg. 
4Urine DXMO/DXO ratio was measured in 12 HIV-, 6 PI/r, & 1 EFV. 
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Fig. 1. Sertraline Concentrations

Sertraline concentrations were normalized 
to a dose of 100 mg and weight of 70 kg

• SRT exposure (Table 1.) and SRT concentrations (Fig. 1.) were highest for
HIV- and lowest for EFV cohort.

• AUC0-24, C24, C0 and Cmin were significantly higher in HIV- compared to PI/r
(Table 1.)

• Oral clearance did not differ significantly between HIV- and PI/r cohorts.
• CYP2D6 activity (DXMO/DXO) was significantly higher in the PI/r compared to

HIV-

Results Continued

• HIV- patients had the highest SRT exposure compared to HIV-infected
cohorts.

• Differences between SRT exposure in HIV- and PI/r participants appear
modest and unlikely to have a large impact on dose titration.

• Although greater in magnitude, the potential impact of EFV on SRT needs
further investigation due to limited numbers of EFV participants.
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• Two HIV- participants were CYP2D6 poor metabolizers (log(DXMO/DXO) of > -0.5)
• The ratio of metabolite (D-SRT) to parent (SRT) was highest in the EFV group, while 

HIV- and PI/r cohorts had similar values (Table 1 & Fig. 2.). 
• Participants in the EFV cohort had markedly higher oral clearance and lower 

sertraline exposures than HIV- and PI/r. However, accrual was too low to include in 
statistical comparisons.

Ratio of desmethylsertraline (metabolite) 
AUC(0-24) to sertraline (parent) AUC(0-24)


